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1ST JULY – 30ST SEPTEMBER

ENVIRO &

SAFETY
CLEAN UP
SPECIALS

Keeping our people and the environment safe
Managing and containing Industrial waste products, as part of the Abrasive Blasting and Painting
process is the responsibility of the Contractor. It is important to protect ourselves and the
environment from the harmful bi-products. Murphys Spray and Blast Equipment provides a large
range of equipment designed to keep applicators safe, while collecting and disposing of waste

Portable Dust
Ventilation Fan - Air
Operated 10,000 CFM
Convenient movable fan suitable for local
ventilation of enclosed blasting areas. This
solution is ideal for use on sites where
non-sparking units are required. The unit can be
placed directly in the work area or outside and
ducted to the work area. The portable ventilator
is 500mm in diameter and is air driven.

Dust Collector
Cartridges
We have a wide range of dust collector
cartridges to suit just about all your industrial
dust filtration needs.

Portable Ventilation
Dust Sock
Portable ventilation dust sock for use with
portable ventilation fans.
To suit 500mm fan x 6 metres long.

Conditions Apply. All prices include GST. Images are for illustration purposes only and colours and configurations may vary.

Vacuum &
Air Breathing Systems

CONSULT YOUR LOCAL
REP FOR PRICING

Supavac Dragin Mini
Solve your liquid clean-up challenges simply and affordably
with this versatile compressed air powered vacuum system
that converts metal drums into supercharged wet vacs.
•
•
•

Clean up liquids and suspended solids simpler & faster.
Reduce manual labour and the use of expensive
clean-up consumables.
A single low-cost investment that will last you years.
Potentially saving you $100s-$1000s on cleaning up.

The Super Dragin Pump has been road tested over the
last 30 years, used in real commercial liquid spill & waste
disposal environments. It has proven it’s durability and
versatility over & over again.

Supavac DrumVac
The DrumVac works for both wet and dry vacuum
applications and because it has no moving parts,
requires minimal maintenance with only the filter
requiring occasional cleaning.

POWDER COATED
MILD STEEL TWIN
HOUSING UNIT

60L DRUM WITH
CYCLONIC SEPARATOR

Available in single hosing at 25, 60 or 100CFM
consumption or twin housing with 120 or 200CFM. There
are also range of vacuum inlets, vacuum hoses and tools
that can be attached to this modular vacuum system.
For example, using the Anti-Static/Explosion-Proof kit,
you now have a vacuum that is capable of working with
combustible dusts, flammable and otherwise dangerous
substances.
There are thousands of SupaVacs in the field globally
saving contractors and end-users time and money. So
contact your Rep to get a package deal to suit your
business.

FILTER CARTRIDGE

DRUMVAC
On 200L DRUM

AIR BREATHING SYSTEMS
Respirator Airline Filters
MSBE Respirator airline filters ensure you
stay safe, and avoid the consequences of
breathing contaminated air.
We offer a range of units with 1 to 6 operator
options, including Micro Mist attachment.
Supplied with pressure regulator, pressure gauge
and pressure relief valve. Versatile mounting
bracket enables floor or wall mounting.

SR500/540 Fan Unit with SR540 Visor
Unique shield with excellent field of vision.
The visor can be easily flipped up to a
well-balanced ‘over-the-head’ position.
Easily replaceable visor or PC or PETG.
Includes standard battery.

Sundstrom SR100 Silicon Half Mask
Tested and licensed to AS1716. V shaped
adjustable elastic head harness with dished
crown plate for comfortable, secure fit. Can
be fitted with compressed air attachment for
airline use. Filters not included.

Sundstrom SR200 kit
Provides very high protection at
heavy-duty work
for extended
periods.

Sundstrom SR100 Pro Kit
Includes; SR100 Half Mask (silicone), Gas
filter ABE1 (315), particle filter P3 SR510, 5
x pre-filter (221-1), pre-filter holder, cleaning
napkin and storage container.

Available with
either rubber
or cloth head
harness, and
polycarbonate or

All prices include GST. Offers subject to stock availability, and may end at any time. Listed prices are final with all discounts applied.

Personal Protective
Equipment

Bionic Face Shield

Gas Filters
For your health and safety it’s
very important to protect your
lungs. So make sure to select
the correct filter for the job. If
you are unsure, have a chat to
your local sales rep.
Gas Filter A1 217
Protect against organic
compounds with a boiling
point above 65°C.
Gas Filter K1 316
Protect against ammonia
and certain amines.

Blast Cabinet Gloves
Blast cabinet gloves to suit both 6” and 10”
diameter cabinets (and CS48 cabinet), in
standard, double dipped and lined types.

A revolutionary face shield
designed for rugged jobs.
Extremely lightweight and highly
adjustable for all-day comfort
it’s perfect for workers exposed
to impact, chemical splash, and
airborne debris.

Hot Shot Red Blast Gloves
Stay safe and protected with the Hot
Shot Red Blast Gloves. Helping you blast
efficiently and safely with their comfortable
and hard-wearing design.

Disposable Latex Gloves
Available in Medium, Large and X Large
sizes. Box of 50.

Disposable Nitrile Gloves
Available in Medium, Large and X Large
sizes. Box of 50.

Ninja Cut 5 Gloves
Light weight cut resistant gloves.

Gas/Particle Filter
ABEK1HgP3 (299-2)
Protects against organic
compounds with a
boiling point above 65°,
inorganic compounds
and acid gases/vapours, ammonia, mercury
vapour and all types of particles.
Gas Filter ABE2 (294)
Protect against organic
compounds with a
boiling point above 65°C,
inorganic compounds
and acid gases/vapours.
Gas Filter ABEK1 (297)
Protects against the same
pollutant types as gas
filter 315, and also against
ammonia.
Disposable P2 Masks
Designed filter out the fine particles in the area
such as those found in smoky environments.

Ear Plugs (Box 200)
Max bell shape single use earplug offers
maximum in-ear comfort. The worlds most
used polyurethane earplug. Improved design
easier to insert, reduces tendency to back
out of the ear. Box of 200.

Blast Suit (Nylon/Cotton)
Protect yourself while
blasting with the versatile
nylon/cotton blast suit.
Dust Goggles
Clear economy dust goggles. Cotton Bound
face seal for all round filtered ventilation.

Clear and Tinted Safety Glasses
These lenses are intended for indoor and
outdoor use where no optical radiation
hazards exist other than solar radiation. This
product is rated for medium impact under
AS/NZ 1337.

All prices include GST. Images are for illustration purposes only and colours and configurations may vary.

RPB Blasting Suits
and Accessories

CONSULT YOUR LOCAL
REP FOR PRICING

RPB ABRASIVE
BLASTING RANGE
Founded in the 1970’s, RPB is a
world leader in industrial grade safety
equipment. The Nova series of blasting
suits offers world class safety that
meet and exceed safety standards.
It’s super comfortable gear you
can trust, with features that make
maintenance simple and easy. Spare
parts are also available and plentiful.
All this means less wasted time and
money on down time, and more time
blasting.
So consult your local Murphys rep and
we can package a deal to suit specific
to your needs.
Nova 3

Nova 3
The Nova 3 respirators is RPB’s newest, lightest and most
comfortable respirator yet. Featuring a comfort fit design that
evenly distributes the helmets weight across your head and
shoulders. Built in ratchet adjustable padding system ensures
a snug fit, moulded side pads absorb sound to protect your
hearing and fit comfortably against your head to ensure the
helmet moves with you.
The Nova 3 is also easily repairable and maintainable in the
field with all parts easily replaceable with many parts being
replaceable without tools! The only tool you’ll need is a single
hex key which is stored inside the helmet. Even the inner
padding can be removed and is machine washable.

‘Fit & Save’

The Nova blasting suit visors feature a tear
off lenses that have individually pre-folded
tabs large enough for even large blasting
gloves to grasp and tear off. Estimated to
save at least 45 minutes a day.

All prices include GST. Offers subject to stock availability, and may end at any time. Listed prices are final with all discounts applied.

Nova 3 with
optional light

Nova 2000
The Nova 2000 a multi-layered
sound deadening padded blasting
suit which ensures the respirator sit
comfortable on your head and will
turn everywhere you look. All parts
are field replaceable to minimise
down time and padding is machine
washable for hygiene purposes.

‘Fit & Click’ Safety Lens
The Nova 3 features a ‘Fit
& Click’ safety lens system.
Keep your inner safety lens
clean and intact and in use
with RPB’s patented ‘Fit
& Click’ lens replacement
system. This tool free lens
replacement system will allow
you replace lenses in seconds
reducing down time.

RPB PRODUCT COMPARISON

Nova 3

Nova 2000

Nova 1

Air supply

SAR or PAPR

SAR

SAR or PAPR

Available attachments and accessories

Nova 3 Talk / L4 Light

Nova 2000 Talk

Nova 1 Talk

Head protection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hearing protection

Yes

No

No

Eye Protection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cape types

Nylon, leather and blast jacket

Nylon, leather and blast jacket

Nylon and leather

Assigned protection factor

1000

1000

1000

Top feature

Wide feild of vision and
premium comfort

Comfortable and durable

lightweight and economical

C40™ Climate Control
Device

Nova 3 Talk | Nova 2000 Talk
Stay in contact with the Nova talk systems.
Compatible with most radio systems.

GX4® Gas Monitor

RADEX® Air Line Filter

Have complete confidence in the air you
and your team breathe with the GX4®, an
intelligent gas monitor that has the ability to
detect up to 4 gases simultaneously.

The Radex® Airline Filter exceeds industry
filtration standards so you can be assured
that you and your team won’t suffer the
consequences of breathing contaminated air.

The C40™ can heat and cool your supplied
air as desired. With the slide of a lever, you
can switch from
heating to cooling
ensuring you are
always comfortable.
The C40™ can cool
the incoming air by
up to 29˚C and heat
it by up to 18˚C. The
C40™ can heat and
cool your supplied
air as desired. With the slide of a lever, you
can switch from heating to cooling ensuring
you are always comfortable. The C40™ can
cool the incoming air by up to 29˚C and heat
it by up to 18˚C. minutes a day.

All prices include GST. Images are for illustration purposes only and colours and configurations may vary.

CONSULT YOUR LOCAL
REP FOR PRICING

Spill Kits

Spill Kits
Get things back under control and contain spills. These ready made kits allow you to respond
quickly and clean up a spill as soon as it happens. We have a range of spill kits to suit most
situations, ranging from small bags to 240 litre kits. The following is just a summary of what
we offer, for more details, or to have a kit modified to individually suit your clean up needs,
contact your local Murphys rep.

Hazchem

General Purpose

Chemical spill kits are design to take
on hazardous chemicals such as acids,
bases, paint, solvents, oils, fuels,
pesticides and more.

General purpose spill kits are great for
tackling everyday spills.

Kits contain a variety
of polypropylene
absorbents which are
inert and dust free and
do not degrade or
chemically react with
absorbed liquids. These
kits come in easily
recognisable red wheelie
bins for quick identification in an emergency.
Kits themselves are coloured pink.

These kits are use
to soak up coolant,
degreaser, paint,
blood, bodily fluids,
oils and fuels. They
can also be used for
mild acids, bases
and water based
chemicals.
These cost effective
kits suit workshops, hospitals, laundries and
commercial kitchens.

Oil and Fuel
With a range of kits available to suit
indoor and outdoor conditions, Oil and
Fuel kits are specifically designed to
tackle hydrocarbon based spills.
Oil and fuel spill kits contain a variety of
meltblown polypropylene absorbents which
are able to absorb up to 20 times their
own weight in oil and have a fast-wicking
action to clean up spills quickly. Oil and fuel
absorbents are hydrophobic, which means
they repel water.
This makes them
ideal for cleaning up
oil and fuel spills in
wet environments,
including ponds,
sumps, drains,
lakes, rivers, creeks
or in the rain.

Spill kit – hazchem drum small

Spill kit – general purpose grab bag small

Spill Kit - Oil and fuel grab bag medium

A small chemical
spill response kit.
Contains, hazchem
absorbent mini socks,
Hazchem absorbent
mini pillows, Hazchem
absorbent mini pads.

This small general
purpose truck spill
kit is supplied in a
handy blue grab
bag and is ideal for
smaller vehicles.
Contains General
purpose absorbent mini boom, absorbent
pads, gloves, carry bag and instructions.

Up to 47 litre capacity oil and fuel spill kit
designed for indoor
spills. Contains, Oil
and fuel absorbent
mini boom, Oil
and fuel absorbent
pillows, Oil and fuel
absorbent pads,
gloves, disposal
bags and operating instructions.

The SKCT is a handy
and portable bag
spill kit ideal for any
area where spills
of aggressive or
unknown liquids may
occur.
Contains, Hazchem absorbent booms,
50 Hazchem absorbent pads, Hazchem
absorbent pillows, 2.5kg of Hazchem
absorbent particulate, gloves, disposal bag
and instructions.

Spill kit – general purpose
120L wheelie bin

Spill Kit - Oil and fuel grab bag medium

A standard spill kit
designed to clean up
spills of most nonaggressive liquids up
to 120L. Contains two
sizes of General purpose
absorbent mini boom,
four bags of Budgetsorb all-liquid absorbent,
General purpose absorbent pads, disposal
bags, gloves and an audit tag.

Up to 58 litre capacity bag spill kit designed
for outdoors. Contains, Oil and fuel
absorbent mini
booms, Oil and
fuel absorbent
pillows, Oil and
fuel absorbent
pads, Global Peat
absorbent floorsweep, gloves,
disposal bag and spill kit instructions.

Spill kit – hazchem 240L wheelie bin

Spill kit – Adblue general
purpose 240L wheelie bin

Spill kit – oil and fuel 120L wheelie bin
outdoor

Adblue spill kits are
designed for cleaning up
everyday spills of Adblue.
Suitable for spills up to
226L. 8 General purpose
absorbent mini booms in
two sizes, 50 General purpose absorbent
pads, General purpose absorbent pillows,
Floorsorb absorbent floor-sweep, disposal
bags, disposable respirator and coveralls,
dust pan, Banister brush with coco fibre
bristles, Barrier tape and an audit tag.

Premium up to 135 litre capacity oil and
fuel spill kit to clean up outdoor spills.
Contains two sizes of Oil
and fuel absorbent mini
booms, 50 Oil and fuel
absorbent pads, 2 bags
of Global Peat floorsweep, disposal bags,
barrier tape, operating
instructions, labels and
an audit tag.

Spill kit – hazchem grab bag extra large

This economical
hazchem spill
response kit has
been designed to
assist with cleaning
up spills of acids,
bases, coolants,
solvents, oils and
hazardous chemicals.
Contains Hazchem absorbent booms, 100
Hazchem absorbent pads, 60L of Multisorb
vermiculite absorbent floor-sweep, gloves,
disposal bags, audit tag and instructions.

All prices include GST. Offers subject to stock availability, and may end at any time. Listed prices are final with all discounts applied.

Spill Trays &
Containment Sheeting
Drip and Spill Trays
Spills can cause all kinds of safety and environmental hazards so catch
the spill as it happens and save time and money on cleaning up. We have
range from small metal trays to large pallet sized trays. Paint and Solvent
Spill and Drip Trays available in various sizes - 5 litre to 153 litre General
Purpose, Heavy Duty and Metal Drip Trays.

Metal drip tray – Medium
Also available in small and large sizes, This
medium sized metal drip tray has been
manufactured from heavy duty galvanised
steel and is an ideal containment unit for
Class 3 flammable and combustible liquids.
such as oils, fuels and most chemicals.

Drum bund polyethylene with removable
grate – two drum
Store up to two 205L drums on this drum
bund to capture leaks, drips and spills.
Manufactured and tested in Australia with a
1100kg UDL

Drum bund polyethylene with removable
grate – four drum
Store up to four 205L drums on this drum
bund to capture leaks, drips and spills.

Drum bund low profile polyethylene with
removable grate – eight drum
Designed to store up to eight 205L drums
and made to capture leaks, drips and spills
these spill pallets have a removable grate
that makes recovery and clean up a breeze.

CONTAINMENT SHEETING
Sitemax Sheeting
Available in all various lengths and heights

Sitemax Dustclad Sheeting
Lightweight containment sheeting available
in all various lengths and heights. Provides
protection against wind, UV rays and helps
contain dust.

Scafclad HD 260gsm UV Resistant
Sheeting SCP 25
Heavyduty containment sheeting designed
for longer projects in harsher conditions.

Sitemax Flame Resistant Sheeting
Fire resistant premium Scaffmesh FlameX.
Available in all various lengths and heights.
Designed for use in areas where fire
hazards are a concern.

Monarflex Sheeting
All Monarflex eyelet products are available in a Flamesafe version. Flamesafe sheeting is required whenever open fire is used on the site ex.
Welding or for renovation of historical monuments or buildings.

Monarflex Scaffbrand Stripe Clear
Light yet durable. Recommended for all
types of projects of 6 to 12 months. Is
made of 9x12 reinforcement grid in 1670
dtex polyester yarn protected by 2 layers
of low density Polyethylene (LDPE) with
UV stabilisation

Monarflex Super T Plus Clear
Recommended for projects exceeding 12
months. Is made of special highly weather
resistant LDPE with UV stabilisation.

Monarflex Scaffband Stripe Flamesafe
With a Stong 10x12 reinforcement grid
in 3650 detex polyester yarn protected
by 2 layers of LDPE. Conforms to Loss
Prevention Standard 1215 & 1207
due to its flame retardant additives.
Recommended for projects 6-12 months.

All prices include GST. Images are for illustration purposes only and colours and configurations may vary.

Elcometer Testing Equipment

Elcometer 138/2 Surface Contamination Kit

Elcometer 138 Bresle Salt Kit

Elcometer 224 Digital Surface Profile Gauge

Measuring the level of contaminants on a
surface prior to application of the coating is
essential to ensure the quality of the coating
and that its optimum lifetime is achieved.

Using a flat sensor, the Elcometer 138
Conductivity Meter can measure the conductivity
of a solution from a single drop of a sample.

The Elcometer 224 Digital Surface Profile
Gauge provides the very latest in surface
profile measuring technology for measuring
profile on either flat or curved surfaces.

Elcometer 122 Testex Tape

Elcometer Metric Dial Thickness Gauge

Elcometer 319 Dewpoint Meter

The Elcometer 122 Testex® Replica Tape is
designed to provide a permanent mould of the
surface profile, which can then be measured
using a thickness gauge.

The Elcometer 124 Thickness Gauge is used
to measure the peak-to-valley height of a
surface profile moulded in the Elcometer 122
Testex® Replica Tape.

The rugged Elcometer 319 Dew Point Meter is
designed to measure and record all relevant
climatic parameters required to determine
whether the conditions are suitable for painting.

DANGER
ABRASIVE BLASTING
AND
SPRAY PAINTING
IN PROGRESS
Elcometer 456 Separate Coating
Thickness Gauge
The Elcometer 456 Separate Coating
Thickness Gauge is available with a wide
range of interchangeable probes; providing
greater coating thickness measurement
flexibility on metal substrates.

Elcometer 106 Pull Off Adhesion tester
The Elcometer 106 Pull-Off Adhesion Tester
is easy to operate and is a fully portable
Type II adhesion gauge which provides a
numerical value for adhesion strength.

Safety Signs - Abrasive Blasting and
Spray Painting in progress - wall mount
and A frame swinging signs.

SALES • SERVICE • SPARE PARTS • HIRE

WA Showroom & Workshop
28 Baretta Road, Wangara WA 6065
P 08 9309 1599
F 08 9309 2099
E sales@sprayandblast.com.au

Signage

WA (Metro)
WA (Regional)
NSW
VIC

M 0407 971 223
M 0407 170 179
M 0429 087 181
M 0437 722 272

E alan@sprayandblast.com.au
E cs@sprayandblast.com.au
E sales.nsw@sprayandblast.com.au
E steve@sprayandblast.com.au

www.sprayandblast.com.au
All prices include GST. Offers subject to stock availability, and may end at any time. Listed prices are final with all discounts applied.
Images are for illustration purposes only and colours may vary.

